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Structure of the Journal of Business Cycles 
 
 
1. The Journal 
 
1.1. About 
 

Revista del Ciclo Económico © (RCE) is a general interest academic Journal, 
founded in 2014 and edited twice a year for economists from three Private Advisory 
Firms: Value Fronteira Ltd. (Lagos, Nigeria), MaxMin International Systems (Port 
Louis, Mauritius), and CICLO ECONOMICO ™ (Buenos Aires, Argentina) whose 
previously work together creating the Economist of the World Review (EOW), an on 
line based publication born in the same group at Linked In. 

Following a double-blind evaluation process with external referees, RCE 
publishes articles of academic excellence in the business cycles field from emerging 
economies and acting as reviewer of working papers published anywhere. 

RCE is establishing a bridge between emerging economies, traditionally called 
under development or peripherals, researching about they history of economic 
thought, theory and empirical evidence. The network gave us the chance to work 
under a multiculturalism team. RCE© count with three bodies to run on its 
management: the Editorial Board, the Academic Board, and the Advisory Board. The 
first is the Executive Body, the second drive the editorial policy proponed by the first, 
and the third is the International Body composed by academics and professional 
around the world those who are consulted periodically. 

Edited in Port Louis (Mauritius) and distributed electronically from Buenos Aires 
(Argentina), it’s audited and supervised in Lagos (Nigeria), hoping that at the end of 
2015, we can distribute it electronically under a multiculturalism framework in 
Johannesburg (South Africa) to Africa, in Quito (Ecuador) to Latin America, in Ottawa 
(Canada) to North America, in Edinburgh (Grande Bretagne) to Europe and in Kuala 
Lumpur (Malaysia) to Southeast & Asia pacific, in New Delhi (India) to Central Asia, 
and from Tel Aviv to Middle East. 

 
 
 
Network expected to be connected by Revista del Ciclo Económico at the end of 

2015:  Asunción – Aracajú – Beijing – Brasilia – Buenos Aires –  Cali – Campinas – 
Edinburgh – Guayaquil – Glasgow – Kuala Lumpur – Lagos – La Habana – London – 
Luján - Medellín – New York – Ottawa – Panamá – Port Louis – Quito – Rio de 
Janeiro – Salta – San José – Santiago – Saõ Paulo – Tandil –  Valparaíso – Viña del 
Mar – Washington DC – Zürich. 
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1.2. Design 
 
1.2.1. Cover 
 

We will design our Journal (RCE), following the Journal of Economics Literature. 
For more details, go to www.aeaweb.org/jel 
 
Edited by MaxMin International System ™; Published by Ciclo Económico ™, and; 
Distributed by ValueFronteira Ltd. 
 
1.2.2. Foreword 
 

No longer than 2 pages. An academic will be invited to write about the theory, 
economic thought, history, empirical evidence, and computational & mathematical 
methods in this first quarter (of 21st) century applied in the field covered by the 
Journal of Business Cycles. First issue: Martin Oluba. 
 
1.2.3. This (first) issue 
 
No longer than 2 pages. After the papers has been selected to publish, and in the 
same sense of the foreword, an academic will be invited to write comments about 
specifically of the issue. First issue: to be designed… 
 
1.2.4. Art of Economists 
 

Places over the time (AoE), one picture is selected from those have been 
received around the world. These pictures are contributions from the authors and 
they have the rights over them that will be transfer us exclusively to distribute inside 
the Journal of Business Cycles. We don’t use the pictures received for any other 
uses. 
 
1.2.5. Index 
 
1.2.6. Papers and articles 
 

7 (max). At the beginning of each paper will start with a picture (like 1.2.4), 
preferred from emerging places around the world. 
 
1.2.7. Working paper review 
 

5 (max). Working papers reviewed from any economist from any place (BSc. or 
upper degree), the only restriction is that it central core will be the economic 
fluctuations. For more details about the style, extensions and requirements, please, 
see the paper nº 1: Instructions for authors and wp reviewers: styles and submissions 
guide. 
 
1.2.8. Emerging firms & Research Departments 
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In this section we promote those firms who work analyzing the business cycles 
and Research Departments, principally, but not exclusively, from Universities and 
Government Agencies. Respect the Emerging Firms, we will give priority to those 
from emerging markets. We expect to promote 2 Firms & 2 Research Departments 
by issue. 
 
1.2.9. Research products offer 
 

Throughout our studies, we have familiar with programs such as Tsp, Stats, 
Matlab, Octave, and others. Since technological change accelerated at the beginning 
of the 21st century, many of the classic programs have been in disuse, being 
replaced by others more complex. At the same time, it is common to economists to 
programming in VBA for Excel. In this section (of random publication), introduce 
innovations in the field of Computational Economics programs, and always with a 
preference by the stroke of the time series.  
 

Taking advantages of a global disequilibrium era, we add two sections promoting 
the research around the world under a multiculturalist framework: Working together 
and seeker proposal. 
 
1.2.10. Working together  
 

Here, those economists who want to work with others in different places, have the 
opportunity to post their lines of research and the requirements to be part of the wp.  

We only act promoting the work in the field of economic cycles among 
economists around the world. We do not accept any payment or assume 
responsibility for the results or decisions of those who, through RCE ©, develop the 
proposed lines of research. Our only requirement: priority, that is, when the working 
paper has been completed, the authors submit for it evaluation by our Editorial 
Board. 
 
1.2.11. Seeker proposal 
 

Inverting the sense, those economist who want to work with others, but they 
haven’t any proposal for the moment, they can request to be considered for research 
in the field of economic cycles. The same responsibilities and requirements of the 
previous point apply in this case. 
 
1.2.12. Call for papers 
 

Usually, we receive some cfp from events, congress, and workshops around the 
world. In the case that the business cycles will be included like theme, session, and a 
special conference, we add into the Journal. 

 
The Editorial Board 

REVISTA DEL CICLO 
ECONÓMICO 

Buenos Aires – Argentina 
Lagos – Nigeria 

Port Louis – Mauritius 
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